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ABSTRACT Objective: Existing methods for automated coronary artery branch labeling in cardiac CT
angiography face two limitations: 1) inability to model overall correlation of branches, since differences
between branches cannot be captured directly. 2) a serious class imbalance between main and side branches.
Methods and procedures: Inspired by the application of Transformer in sequence data, we propose a
topological Transformer network (TTN), which solves the vessel branch labeling from a novel perspective
of sequence labeling learning. TTN detects differences between branches by establishing their overall
correlation. A topological encoding that represents the positions of vessel segments in the artery tree,
is proposed to assist the model in classifying branches. Also, a segment-depth loss is introduced to solve
the class imbalance between main and side branches. Results: On a dataset with 325 CCTA, our method
obtains the best overall result on all branches, the best result on side branches, and a competitive result on
main branches. Conclusion: TTN solves two limitations in existing methods perfectly, thus achieving the
best result in coronary artery branch labeling task. It is the first Transformer based vessel branch labeling
method and is notably different from previous methods. Clinical impact: This Pre-Clinical Research can
be integrated into a computer-aided diagnosis system to generate cardiovascular disease diagnosis report,
assisting clinicians in locating the atherosclerotic plaques.

INDEX TERMS Cardiac CT angiography, vessel branch labeling, transformer.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause of human mor-
tality [1]. Benefiting from the non-invasion and high sensi-
tivity, cardiac CT angiography (CCTA) has been widely used
to diagnose cardiovascular diseases for suspicious patients
[2]. To locate atherosclerotic plaques, clinicians need to
annotate anatomical names of coronary artery branches man-
ually. Automated coronary artery branch labeling (CABL)
in CCTA can assist clinicians in locating atherosclerotic
plaques, reducing a lot of manual labors. Nonetheless, among
subjects the numbers, lengths and sizes of coronary artery

branches, and the directions that branches span, are com-
pletely different as shown in Fig.1, which is the main chal-
lenge for automated CABL methods.

Two significant bottlenecks exists in current methods:
1) Inability to model the overall correlation of branches.
As illustrated in Fig.2, utilizing the tree-structure or graph-
structure, TreeLab-Net [3] and CPR-GCN [4] only construct
the local correlation between adjacent branches. Nonadja-
cent branches are indirectly connected through intermediate
branches, precluding direct capture of differences between
nonadjacent branches. 2) A severe class imbalance between
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FIGURE 1. The directions, the numbers and the shapes of coronary artery
branches are completely different between these two subjects. Branches
shown are right coronary artery (RCA), right posterior descending artery
(R-PDA), right posterior lateral branch (R-PLB), left main artery (LM), left
anterior descending artery (LAD), left circumflex artery (LCX), diagonal
artery (DA), obtuse marginal artery (OM).

FIGURE 2. Existing methods only construct the local correlation between
adjacent branches, nonadjacent branches are indirectly connected
through intermediate branches. The differences between nonadjacent
branches cannot be captured directly.

the main and side branches. The number of side branches,
e.g., OM and DA, is much less than the number of main
branches, e.g., LM, LAD and LCX. This issue causes the loss
function to be overly sensitive to errors in the main branches.

FIGURE 3. The coronary artery tree can be treated as a sequence data,
e.g., LM, proximal-LCX (p-LCX), proximal-LAD (p-LAD), . . . , D2, in which
each segment is a element. By constructing the overall correlation of all
branches, Transformer can capture the differences between all branches
directly, strengthening the ability to classify branches.

The coronary artery can be treated as a sequence data
due to its anatomical topology as shown in Fig.3. Accord-
ing to [5], coronary artery branches of clinical relevance
are left main (LM), left descending artery (LAD), left circ-
umex artery (LCX), ramus-intermedius (RI), obtuse margin
(OM), diagonal artery (DA), left posterior descending artery
(L-PDA), right coronary artery (RCA), right posterior lat-
eral branches (R-PLB) and right posterior descending artery
(R-PDA). LAD, LCX, and RI originate from LM. R-PLB
and R-PDA originate from RCA. DA’s originate from LAD,
OM’s and L-PDA originate from LCX. Commonly, RCA,
LM, LAD, and LCX are considered as the main branches.
RI, OM’s, DA’s, L-PDA, R-PLB and R-PDA are considered

as the side branches. Hence the Transformer [6] based model
is a perfect fit for the CABL task as illustrated in Fig.3. Trans-
former can construct the overall correlation of all branches
and thus captures the differences between branches directly.

To address the limitations in existing methods, we propose
a topological Transformer network (TTN), which solves the
CABL task from a novel perspective of sequence labeling
learning. By constructing the overall correlation of branches,
the TTN can discern the differences between them directly,
thereby distinguishing the branches accurately. A segment-
depth loss is calculated between the reference and predicted
labels to solve the class imbalance between main and side
branches. The contributions and innovations are as follows:
• The TTN considers the vessel branch labeling task as
an end-to-end parallel sequence prediction problem. To
our best knowledge, it is the first Transformer based
vessel branch labeling method and notably differs from
previousmethods. On a CCTA dataset with 325 subjects,
the TTN obtained the best overall result on all branches,
and the best result on the side branches compared with
other methods.

• The feature of each vessel segment in this study consists
of the geometric feature extracted from the centerline
tree and the image feature extracted from the CCTA
image. The geometric feature used in existing methods
lacks extra image information of vessel segments that
can also be exploited to classify branches.

• The topological encoding can uniquely represent the
position of a vessel segment in the artery tree. It assists
the model in classifying branches by incorporating the
positional differences of vessel segments into the model.

• The segment-depth loss effectively solves the class
imbalance between the main and side branches by incor-
porating the anatomical topology of the artery tree into
the training process.

II. RELATED WORK
Many anatomical labeling methods have been proposed for
abdominal arteries [7], [8], [9], [10], coronary arteries [3],
[4], [11], [12], [13], [14], airways [15] and brain arteries
[16], [17], [18]. Existing methods can be divided into three
categories.

Knowledge based methods first build a standard model
according to the anatomical topology and prior knowledge
obtained from a few samples. Then the test samples are
aligned with the standard model to get the label of each
branch. However, missing branches will affect the anatomical
topology of samples and degrade model’s performance. Cao
et al. [13] built a model for the two sub-trees respectively.
Then the anatomical name of each branch was obtained by
matching the test samples to the models. Using a statistical
model, Yang et al. [12] first matched the main branches, and
the side branches were identified afterward. Gulsun et al.
[14] calculated the geodesic paths between test samples and
a reference anatomy model, matching test samples to the
reference anatomy model.
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FIGURE 4. The overall framework of TTN. For each segment, 2DTSC (2D transform spherical coordinates) extracts the
geometric feature f1 from centerline tree, IFE (image feature extractor) extracts the image feature f2 in CCTA image, then f1
and f2 are concatenated as the combined feature f . The topological encoding of each segment is added to f and output
embedding respectively, as the inputs of Transformer encoder and decoder. Also, the encoded features of vessel segments
(output of encoder) are passed into each layer of the decoder. Finally, model performs the classification on each segment. The
segment-depth loss is computed between the reference and the predicted labels.

Alternatively, some works are based on traditional
machine learning. To correct the topological errors of
results, such methods always need post-processing. Mat-
suzaki et al. [7] firstly identified the anatomical names of
several branches through a rule-based pre-processing. Rest
branches were assigned using a multi-class AdaBoost classi-
fier [19]. Bogunovic et al. [16] was firstly trained on some
pre-labeled samples to learn the features of bifurcation and
anatomical topology of the tree structure. Then the anatom-
ical name of each branch was assigned using maximum a
posteriori probability (MAP) estimate [20]. Kitasaka et al.
[10] adopted the conditional random field [21] for the rep-
resentation of abdominal vessel tree and adopted an adaptive
gradient algorithm [22] for structure learning. The anatomical
name assignment of vessel branches was performed using
MAP.

Recently, Wu et al. [3] introduced a deep learning
based method TreeLab-Net, consisting of multi-layer per-
ception (MLP) [23] and bidirectional tree-structural Long
Short-TermMemory (Bi-TreeLSTM) [24]. TreeLab-Net only
employed the geometric features from centerlines and put
the image features in images aside. Due to the tree-topology,
missing branches will disrupt the indices of nodes in
the model, causing incorrect labeling. Also with the tree-
structure, TreeLab-Net cannot model the overall correlation
of branches, messages are only passed between adjacent
branches. The farther branches are to the artery tree root, the
less information they raise. In addition, the class imbalance
issue between the main and side branches causes an unsatis-
factory performance on the side branches.

Yang et al. [4] presented another deep learning based
method CPR-GCN. It combines the graph convolutional

network (GCN) [25] and the bidirectional Long Short-Term
Memory (BiLSTM) [26]. As we all know, the graph model
is transductive [27]. Hence CPR-GCN cannot adaptively
change its structure to match the test data with different
topology from the training data. In addition, as a graph model
[28] CPR-GCN also suffers from the shallow structure [29],
i.e., deep network will degrade the model’s performance.
So CPR-GCN is prone to underfitting. The class imbalance
between the main and side branches also exists in CPR-
GCN, leading to an unsatisfactory performance on the side
branches.

III. METHODOLOGY
The architecture of TTN is shown in Fig.4. For each seg-
ment, 2DTSC (2D transform spherical coordinates) extracts
the geometric feature from the centerline tree, IFE (image
feature extractor) extracts the image feature in the image. The
two features are concatenated as the combined feature. The
topological encoding is added to the combined feature and
output embedding respectively, as inputs of the Transformer
encoder and decoder. The topological encoding represents the
positions of vessel segments in the artery tree, assisting the
model in classifying branches. The segment-depth loss can
greatly solves the class imbalance between the main and side
branches, it incorporates the anatomical topology of the artery
tree into the training process.

A. COMBINED FEATURE OF VESSEL SEGMENTS
The geometric feature used in existing methods lacks extra
image information such as the sizes, lengths and surrounding
textures of vessel segments that also contains great informa-
tionwhich can be exploited to identify different branches. The
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vessel segment’s feature in this work is a concatenation of
both the geometric and image features.

1) GEOMETRIC FEATURE
To reduce the variance of centerline points’ coordinates
across different subjects, we transform the Cartesian coor-
dinates of centerline points in each CCTA into a spherical
coordinates [3]. For a CCTA, origin of the spherical coordi-
nate system (SCS) is defined as the bounding box center of
its centerline points, the direction from origin to aorta valve is
defined as the north pole of SCS. In detail, a rotation matrix
transforming z-axis of Cartesian coordinate system (CCS) to
the north pole of SCS, is computed. It is also used to transform
the x-axis of CCS to the prime meridian of SCS. Center-
line points’ Cartesian coordinates are transformed into the
spherical coordinates (radius, azimuth, elevation) afterward.
We abandon radius and define (azimuth, elevation) as cen-
terline points’ 2D transform spherical coordinates (2DTSC),
as shown in Fig.4.

2DTSC normalizes the variance of centerline points across
different subjects from three aspects: 1) For each CCTA, the
global transformation of coordinates is normalized by treat-
ing the origin of SCS as the bounding box center of centerline
points; 2) For each subject, the north pole of SCS points
toward aorta valve, positioning the aorta above centerline
points in 2DTSC; 3) Distance variance from the origin of
SCS to centerline points is eliminated by ignoring the radius
dimension in spherical coordinates.

For each vessel segment, three features were selected and
concatenated as the geometric feature: 1) Parent-child angles
in both CCS and 2DTSC spaces, i.e., the angle between the
tangential direction at parent segment’s end and the tangential
direction at child segment’s start; 2) The 2DTSC coordinates
of start-point, center-point and endpoint; 3) The direction
pointing from start-point to endpoint, and the tangential direc-
tion at start-point in 2DTSC.

2) IMAGE FEATURE
The artery branches have a sequential dependency in 3D
CCTA, we propose an image feature extractor (IFE) con-
sisting of 3D CNN [30] and a self-attention layer [31],
extracting the tubular image features of vessel segments in
CCTA images. An illustration of extracting the image feature
of R-PDA is shown in Fig.5.

For each CCTA, control points are sampled on all vessel
segments (P1,P2, . . . ,Pn) equidistantly by a sampling dis-
tance s. An image patch I ik is a 3D cube centered at control
point i on segment Pk in CCTA. The size of I ik is r × r × r .
The image feature in patch I ik is extracted by 3D CNN. For all
subjects, image features in the cubes set Ik of vessel segment
Pk are padded to a fixed length to ensure the mini-batch
manner in training process. The fixed-length image features
set is as the input of self-attention layer and the output is
treated as the image feature of segment Pk . The weights of

FIGURE 5. Illustration of the image feature extractor that extracts the
image features of vessel segments in 3D CCTA, which consists of a 3D
CNN and a self-attention layer. For each segment, a series of 3D patches
extracted along the centerline in CCTA are the input of 3D CNNs, then the
outputs are summarized by the self-attention layer as the image feature
of this segment.

3D CNN and self-attention are the same across all subjects
and all vessel segments.

It is worth noting that the image feature is of less impor-
tance than the geometric feature [4]. Hence the image feature
is downweighted by a scalar µ ∈ (0, 1) to reduce its weight
in the combined feature.

B. TOPOLOGICAL ENCODING
The coronary artery exhibits a tree-structural anatomy, each
vessel segment takes up a specific position as shown in Fig.1.
We argue that such position information can be exploited to
identify different branches. In addition, original Transformer
is permutation-invariant [32], i.e., there is no spatial differ-
ence among different elements in a sequence. We propose a
topological encoding that represents the positions of vessel
segments in the artery tree, incorporating the positional dif-
ferences of vessel segments into the model and assisting the
model in classify branches. The topological encoding passes
the coronary artery’s topology to both Transformer encoder
and decoder.

Firstly, we use Breadth First Search (BFS) [33] and Depth
First Search (DFS) [34] to sort vessel segments respec-
tively, obtaining two segment sequences. An example is
shown in Fig.6, segments shown are LM, proximal-LCX
(p-LCX), proximal-LAD (p-LAD), middle-LCX (m-LCX),
OM1, middle-LAD (m-LAD), D1, distal-LCX (d-LCX),
OM2, distal-LAD (d-LAD), D2. Using BFS, the sequence
of the segments is LM, proximal-LCX, proximal-LAD, . . . ,
R-PLB, R-PDA; while using DFS, the sequence is LM,
proximal-LCX, middle-LCX, . . . , R-PLB, R-PDA.

For each segment in the sequence obtained by BFS,
we construct a d/2 channel encoding using sin and cos func-
tions with different frequencies:

PE(pos,i) =

{
sin(pos · ωk ), i = 2k
cos(pos · ωk ), i = 2k + 1

(1)

where ωk = 1/100002k/
d
2 ; pos is the position of the seg-

ment in the sequence. The same operation is applied to the
sequence obtained by DFS, constructing another d/2 channel
encoding. We concatenate these two d/2 channel encodings,
obtaining a d channel topological encoding of each segment.
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FIGURE 6. Two sequences of vessel segments obtained by applying BFS
algorithm and DFS algorithm to the same coronary artery respectively.

Using both BFS and DFS makes our topological encod-
ing determine the positions of segments in the artery tree
exactly.

C. SEGMENT-DEPTH LOSS
In the coronary artery, the number of side branches, e.g., OM
and DA, is much less than the number of main branches,
e.g., LM, LAD and LCX. Existing methods do not focus
on this issue, resulting in an unsatisfactory performance
on the side branches. To solve this issue, we propose a
segment-depth loss which incorporates the anatomical topol-
ogy of coronary artery into the training process.

The entire coronary artery exhibits a tree-structural
anatomy, in which the side branches are farther to the tree
root than main branches. As shown in Fig.7, compared with
main branches, there are more bifurcation points between the
side branches and the tree root.

FIGURE 7. Illustration of the segment-depth of vessel segments. Red
points indicate the bifurcation points. The segment-depth of a vessel
segment is defined as the number of bifurcation points from artery root
to its endpoint.

As illustrated in Fig.7, the segment-depth of a vessel seg-
ment is defined as the number of bifurcation points from the
artery root to the endpoint of this segment. For instance, the
segment-depth of d-LAD and OM1 is 4 and 3 respectively.
We represent the segment-depth as D and add it to original

Algorithm 1 Optimization Process of TTN
Require: 3D CCTA I , segment centerlines (P1,P2, . . . ,Pn),

segment-depth (D1,D2, . . . ,Dn), output embedding
(OE1,OE2, . . . ,OEn)

Ensure: GT1,GT2, . . . ,GTn
S ← Build_sequence(P1,P2, . . .Pn);
f 11 , f 21 , . . . , f n1 ← 2DTSC(P1,P2, . . .Pn);
I1, I2, . . . , In ← I ⊗ (P1,P2, . . . ,Pn);
f 12 , f 22 , . . . f n2 ← IFE(I1, I2, . . . In);
f ← Concat(f1, f2)
TE ← BFS&DFS(P1,P2, . . . ,Pn)
Pred1,Pred2, . . . ,Predn ← Transformer(f ⊕ TE , OE ⊕ TE);
loss←Segment-depth loss(Pred,GT );

cross entropy loss [35]. The segment-depth loss is defined as:

L =
1
N

∑
i

DiLi = −
1
N

∑
i

Di
M∑
c=1

yiclog(pic) (2)

whereN is the number of all segments,M is the number of all
classes, i represents the i-th segment,Di is the segment-depth
of segment i. yic equals to 1, if the true class of segment i
is c, otherwise equals to 0. pic is the predicted probability
indicating that segment i belongs to class c.

Our segment-depth loss pays more attention to the side
branches due to the anatomical topology of artery tree. As
shown in Fig.7, the segment-depth of side branches is higher
than the segment-depth of main branches. In addition, side
branches a smaller number, such as OM2 and D2, have higher
depth D than side branches with a larger number, such as
OM1 and D1. Therefore, among side branches, segment-
depth loss also pays more attention to the fewer ones.

D. OPTIMIZATION AND APPLICATION
The training process is shown in Alg.1. A training sample
is composed of the CCTA image I , vessel segment cen-
terlines P1,P2, . . . ,Pn, segment-depth D1,D2, . . . ,Dn, out-
put embedding OE1,OE2, . . . ,OEn and ground truth labels
GT1,GT2, . . . ,GTn. For each training sample, all vessel seg-
ments are sorted into a sequence data S using BFS algorithm
in advance. Along each segment, a series of 3D patches In
is extracted as the input of IFE. The geometric features f1 of
vessel segments extracted from centerline tree by 2DTSC are
concatenated with the image features f2 output by IFE, as the
combined features f of vessel segments. The topological
encoding TE of vessel segments are constructed using both
BFS and DFS, and added to f as the input of Transformer
encoder. Meanwhile, TE are added to the output embedding
OE of vessel segments as the input of Transformer decoder.
The model then performs classification on all segments
P1,P2, . . . ,Pn. The segment-depth loss is computed between
the reference and predicted labels, i.e., GT1,GT2, . . . ,GTn
and Pred1,Pred2, . . . ,Predn.
In the application process, all vessel segments of a test

sample are sorted into a sequence data using BFS algorithm in
advance. A series of 3D patches extracted along each segment
in CCTA are the input of IFE. The geometric features of
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vessel segments extracted from centerline tree via 2DTSC
are concatenated with the image features output by IFE,
as the combined features of vessel segments. The topological
encoding of vessel segments are constructed using both BFS
and DFS, and added to the combined features as the input
of Transformer encoder. A beginning token is passed into
the decoder, then the decoder outputs the label of the first
segment. The output embedding and the topological encoding
of the first segment are added and passed into the decoder,
then the decoder outputs the label of the second segment. This
process is repeated until the label of the last vessel segment
is output.

IV. EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATIONS
A. DATA AND EVALUATION METRICS
Until now, a public CCTA dataset with anatomical name
annotations of the coronary artery branches is not available.
In this work, a CCTA dataset with 325 subjects was collected
from the Department of Radiology of The Fourth Hospital
of Harbin Medical University, the protocol number of ethical
approval is 20220156. In this dataset, the largest, smallest and
average number of branches is 11, 6 and 8.89. After separated
at bifurcation points, the largest, smallest and average number
of vessel segments is 16, 9 and 14.41.

To guarantee the reliability of centerline trees, centerlines
were manually annotated by three experienced radiologists
rather than using an automated or semi-automated system.
Each radiologist independently annotated 1/3 dataset. They
first annotated the root of the centerline tree as the center of
the coronary ostium (i.e. the point where the coronary artery
originates from the aorta), and the endpoint of each artery
branch as the most distal point where the artery was still
distinguishable from the background. Then they annotated
the centerlines in the axial, coronal or sagittal slices. The
centerline point was annotated at the center of gravity of
the artery lumen in each slice. After the manual annotation
each radiologist independently detected all 325 cases for any
possible disagreements or errors, e.g., centerlines deviating
from the center of gravity of the artery lumen, or confusions
caused by the coronary artery bridging, stenosis or image
artifact. The detection was performed utilizing the stretched
multi-planar vessel reconstruction images constructed with
the annotated centerlines [36]. They took discussions on
controversial cases and reached an agreement on how to
refine these cases to obtain the final centerlines. Then they
annotated the anatomical names and segment-depth of vessel
segments alone, and took discussion on the inconsistent ones
to obtain the final results.

We divided all 325 CCTA into five subsets randomly
and equally, the five-fold cross-validation was used to train
and test all models. The evaluation was performed on
all branches, based on the reference labels and the pre-
dicted labels. For each class, the recall rate is defined as
Recall = tp

tp+fp
, the precision is Precision = tp

tp+fn
,

the F1 score is F1 = 2Precision×RecallPrecision+Recall . Also, the average

of these metrics on all classes were used to evaluate the
overall performance, AvgRecall = 1

n

∑n
i=1Recall, AvgPreci-

sion = 1
n

∑n
i=1Precision, AvgF1 =

1
n

∑n
i=1F1.

B. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND HYPER-PARAMETERS
The detailed architecture of TTN is shown in Table1. It
contains two trainable components, a 3D CNN followed by
a self-attention layer and a lightweight Transformer followed
by a FC layer, which are jointly trained in end-to-end.

TABLE 1. The detailed architecture of TTN model.

Original images had a slice spacing of 0.5mm and an
in-plane resolution of (0.44 ± 0.04) × (0.44 ± 0.04)mm2.
To guarantee the isotropy of 3D patches in image feature
extraction, all images were resampled with a voxel size of
0.5mm3. The radius of coronary artery branches is generally
between 0 and 3 mm [37] (0 and 6 voxels), the size of 3D
patches in CCTA passed into IFE was chosen as 12×12×12
voxels to cover the angels, sizes, and surrounding textures
of branches. The control points on centerlines in all subjects
were sampled at the same distance s= 10 voxels to make the
3D patches overlap each other, keeping the sequential image
feature along vessel segments. Coefficient downweighting
the image feature was set as µ = 0.4 experimentally. The
model was implemented based on PyTorch. Adam optimizer
[38] was used to update the model’s parameters, initial learn-
ing rate was 10−3 with 10−5 decay. Batch size was 8 and the
model was trained up to 1200 epochs on an NVIDIA Geforce
3090 GPU.

V. RESULTS
We further reproduced three state-of-the-art CABL methods,
AICT [13], TreeLab-Net [3] and CPR-GCN [4]. For fair
comparison, the hyper-parameters of all methods were tuned
to give the best results with trial and error. As shown in
Table2, our TTN obtains the best results of AvgRecall(0.894),
AvgPrecision(0.869) and AvgF1(0.880). In addition, TTN
achieves the best results of all metrics on all side branches.
For instance, it obtains 0.922 Recall, 0.895 Precision and
0.909 F1 on DA branch, which is superior to other methods
with a large margin. It also achieves a competitive result on
the main branches, e.g., 0.912 Recall, 0.985 Precision and
0.947 F1 on RCA.
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TABLE 2. Results of TTN and other methods. All of these methods were evaluated on 325 subjects using a five-fold cross-validation. Recall, precision and
F1 score on each branch are listed. The averages of these metrics on all branches are also used to evaluate the overall performance.

TABLE 3. Ablation study results of TTN. All of the image feature, the topological encoding and the segment-depth (SD) loss are essential parts of TTN. All
of the ablation experiments were evaluated on 325 subjects using a five-fold cross-validation. Recall, precision and F1 score on each branch are listed.
The averages of these metrics on all classes are also used to evaluate the overall performance.

The superiority of TTN derives from two aspects: 1) The
overall correlation of branches allows the differences between
all branches to be directly captured, side branches can be
more easily classified. 2) The segment-depth loss greatly
alleviates the class imbalance issue, strengthening the ability
of TTN to classify side branches. As a conventional method,
AICT [13] cannot leverage the advantage of large-scale data.
Also, it only considers geometric feature, leaving the image
feature and the topology of artery tree aside. TreeLab-Net [3]
only utilizes the geometric features from centerlines, without
the image features in CCTA.Due to the tree structure, missing
branches will change the topology of model, damaging per-
formances. CPR-GCN [4] presents a fixed graph structure,
it cannot be adaptable to the test data with different anatomy
from the training data, limiting the application in clinic. Also,
CPR-GCN summarizes the image features using BiLSTM
which is more time-consuming than self-attention.

We compare the normalized confusion matrices [39] to
analysis themisclassification of each class in detail (Fig.8 and
Fig.9). In other methods, there are high misclassifications on
all side branches, R-PDA, DA, OM, L-PDA, RI and R-PLB.
While TTN achieves the best result, only making 6%R-PDA,
3%D, 2%OM, 6% L-PDA, 10%RI, 4%R-PLBmisclassified
as R-PLB, OM, L-PDA, LCX, LCX, R-PDA respectively.

To validate the performance of TTN on diseased cases,
we analyze the results on cases with different degrees of
stenosis. In the dataset there are 57 cases with no steno-
sis, 89 cases with mild stenosis (<25%), 84 cases with
mild stenosis (25%-50%), 64 cases with moderate stenosis

(50%-70%) and 31 cases with severe stenosis (>70%).
Table4 lists the results on cases with different degrees of
stenosis. We found that the presence of stenosis had a less
pronounced effect. In cases with severe stenosis the TTN
obtains a result of AvgRecall(0.892), AvgPrecision(0.871)
and AvgF1(0.880); while in cases with no stenosis the TTN
obtains a result of AvgRecall(0.899), AvgPrecision(0.870)
and AvgF1(0.883).

Fig.10 qualitatively demonstrates the performance of TTN.
In case 1, 2 and 3, TTN generates correct labels for all
branches, while other methods make various errors, espe-
cially on the side branches. In case 2, AICT [13] makes OM1
and middle-LAD misclassified as L-PDA and DA; TreeLab-
Net [3] makes proximal-LCX and OM2 misclassified as RI
and LCX; CPR-GCN [4] makes LM, OM1, DAmisclassified
as RI, LAD, LM respectively.

VI. ABLATION STUDY
A. IMAGE FEATURE
The image feature contains great information that can be
exploited to classify branches, since the sizes, lengths and
surrounding textures of different branches vary greatly. As
shown in Table3, removing the image feature, metrics will
drop on all branches. For instance, the Recall, Precision
and F1 are 0.895, 0.966, 0.930 on RCA, compared with
0.912, 0.985, 0.947 in our TTN. 10% R-PDA and 7% R-PLB
are misclassified as R-PLB and R-PDA respectively (Fig.8),
while TTN only makes 6% R-PDA and 4% R-PLB misclas-
sified as R-PLB and R-PDA respectively (Fig.9). Although
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FIGURE 8. Normalized confusion matrices of branch labeling results of other methods and ablation study. The misclassification of each class
can be observed directly. Other methods produce a large number of misclassifications on the side branches, and the ablation models also
make considerable misclassifications on all branches. The number of each predicted class is normalized by the overall number of true class.

the image feature contains extra image information, it is of
less importance than the geometric feature. In case 4 and 5
(Fig.10), model without the image feature predicts the labels
for all segments correctly. In case 6, it only makes L-PDA
misclassified as DA.

B. TOPOLOGICAL ENCODING
The topological encoding is an important characteristic of
vessel segments, it represents the positions of vessel segments
in the artery tree. To utilize this topological characteristic,
topological encoding is added to the combined feature and
output embedding of each segment. As shown in Table3,
without the topological encoding, metrics on all branches
drop dramatically. 20% R-PDA and 12% R-PLB are misclas-
sified as R-PLB and R-PDA (Fig.8), while TTN only makes
6% R-PDA and 4% R-PLB misclassified as R-PLB and
R-PDA respectively (Fig.9). In some subjects, the brother-
segments (originating from the same parent segment) are
hard to identify accurately, since they have the similar fea-
tures (both the geometric feature and the image feature).
The topological encoding provides a positional specificity
for each segment to solve the brother-segment confusion.
As shown in Fig.10, in all samples, removing the topo-
logical encoding makes proximal-LAD, RI, proximal-LAD

FIGURE 9. Normalized confusion matrix of branch labeling result of TTN,
which produces fewer misclassifications on the side branches than other
methods and also maintains fewer overall misclassifications on all
branches than ablation models.

misclassified as RI, LAD, RI, since RI and proximal-LAD
are brother-segments.

C. SEGMENT-DEPTH LOSS
Benefiting from the segment-depth loss, our TTN outper-
forms other methods on the side branches with a large
margin. As shown in Table3, removing the segment-depth
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FIGURE 10. White arrows indicate incorrect labeling. (a) 3D rendered examples labeled with different methods. TTN generates correct labels
for all branches, while other methods make various errors, especially on the side branches. (b) 3D rendered examples labeled in the ablation
study. TTN generates correct labels for all branches, while other ablation models make various errors.

TABLE 4. Results of TTN on cases with different degrees of stenosis. There are 57 cases with no stenosis, 89 cases with mild stenosis (<25%), 84 cases
with mild stenosis (25%-50%), 64 cases with moderate stenosis (50%-70%) and 31 cases with severe stenosis (>70%). Recall, precision and F1 score on
each branch are listed. The averages of these metrics on all branches are also used to evaluate the overall performance.

loss, the performance drops dramatically on all side branches,
e.g., 11.1%Recall, 7% Precision and 8.9%F1 drop on L-PDA
compared with TTN. The normalized confusion matrices
in Fig.8 and Fig.9 further demonstrate the effectiveness of
segment-depth loss in handling the class imbalance. Remov-
ing the segment-depth loss makes 10% R-PDA, 4% D,
5% OM, 8% L-PDA, 10% RI, 9% R-PLB misclassified as
R-PLB, LM, D, D, LCX, R-PDA respectively. While TTN
only makes 6% R-PDA, 3% D, 2%OM, 6% L-PDA, 10% RI,
4% R-PLB misclassified as R-PLB, OM, LCX, OM, LCX,
R-PDA. In Fig.10, without the segment-depth loss, only the
side branches are misclassified. In case 4 and 5, R-PLB and
RI are misclassified as R-PDA and DA. In case 6, R-PDA,
OM1 and OM2 are misclassified as R-PLB, DA and L-PDA.

D. COEFFICIENT FOR DOWNWEIGHTING IMAGE FEATURE
To identify the optimal value of µ that downweights the
image feature, experiments set is conducted using various
µ = {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. We select the F1 metric on each

FIGURE 11. Ablation study of the value of µ. F 1 on each branch, which
can reflect both Recall and Precision, is selected as the evaluation
measure. 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 are the values of µ.

branch as the evaluation measure, since it can reflect both
Recall and Precision. Fig.11 illustrates that the performance
of TTN can be improved by increasing the value of µ from
0.2 to 0.4. However, with µ = 0.5, the performance has
degraded. For µ = {0.2, 0.3}, the weight of image feature
is too small to provide sufficient image information of vessel
segments. For µ = 0.5, the weight of image feature is too
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large, reducing the weight of geometric feature that is of more
importance than the image feature. Hence µ= 0.4 is selected
as the scaling factor of the image feature in this work.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work besides the geometric feature, the representation
feature of vessel segments also contains extra image feature
extracted in the 3D CCTA image. The sizes, lengths and
surrounding textures of vessel segments, which are usually
ignored in existing methods, can be exploited to classify
branches. Ablation study suggests that even though the geo-
metric feature is important, the image feature weighs more
than just semantic information. Since the image feature is of
less importance than geometric feature [4], we downweight
the image feature by a scalar µ ∈ (0, 1).
The coronary artery exhibits a tree-structural anatomy,

each vessel segment takes up a specific position as shown in
Fig.1. Such anatomical topology is a powerful tool used to
classify branches. The topological encoding constructed by
both BFS and DFS algorithms uniquely indicates a specific
vessel segment. It is worth noting that the generation of
topological encoding is not limited to ourmethod, other forms
can also be explored, as long as uniquely indicating a specific
segment.

Both experiment results and ablation study demonstrate
that the segment-depth loss alleviates the class imbalance
issue significantly. It increases the weight of side branches
in the loss function. As far as we know, existing methods
have not focused on the class imbalance between main and
side branches. The segment-depth loss greatly improves the
performance of TTN on the side branches. However, it is at
the expense of a slight decrease in the performance on main
branches.

In this study we trained the model separately for the two
subtrees. TTN is able to label the two subtrees using only one
model by combining them into a single sequence. Training
one model is more time-saving than training the two subtrees
separately. Also in clinical diagnosis, using a single model
to label the entire coronary artery is more flexible and effi-
cient. However, Transformer-based models are more likely
to ‘‘make mistakes’’ on the long sequences than on the short
sequences. With training the two subtrees separately, each
model only processes a short sequence. Combing the two
subtrees into a long sequence brings a great challenge to
the model to achieve a high-accuracy labeling result. Hence,
to achieve a high-accuracy labeling results in this work,
we trained the TTN model separately for the right and left
subtrees.

The quality of branch labeling highly depends on the qual-
ity of centerline extraction. Missing, shortened and wrongly
extracted branches degrade the labeling result significantly.
In this study, to guarantee the reliability of centerline trees,
centerlines of all 325 subjects are manually annotated by
three experts. In future work, we will investigate whether the
method could find out the missing, shortened or erroneously
extracted branches automatically.

Our TTN solves the CABL task from a novel perspective
of sequence labeling learning. It has handled two limitations
in existing methods perfectly, i.e., lack of the overall corre-
lation of branches and the serious class imbalance between
main and side branches. To our best knowledge, TTN is the
first Transformer based vessel branch labeling method and
is notably different from previous methods. The model is
trained in end-to-end. Given a CCTA dataset with 325 sub-
jects, benefiting from the constructed overall correlation
of branches, along with the image feature, the topological
encoding and the segment-depth loss, our TTN obtains the
best overall result on all branches, as well as the best result
on side branches compared with other methods.
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